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CSU fees rank low
despite increases
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Students pay less than
25 percent of educational cost
By Sarah Holcomb
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Student enrollment fees for
California State University campuses have steadily increased in
recent years, but a simple comparison to other universities still
show that CSL’ fees are some of
the lowest in the nation.
These low fees for (’St students are a result of the system’s
dependency on state subsidies
for funding. said Bill Nance.
vice provost at San Jose State
University.
Nance estimates that students
are pay ing slightly less than 25
percent of what it costs to educate them. But that will change
with increases in student fees.
Cynthia Babas,, director ot
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budget management at SJSU.
said the university is moving toward students paying one-third of
the total cost of their education.
"It seems like they’re placing
financial burden on people that
can’t afford it.- said Kristi Black.
a freshman majoring in economics. "But it’s still cheaper in the
end. Nance said funding for San
Jose State I ’niersity comes from
two sources, state appropriations
and student tees
According to the SJSU 2004(15 Budget Report. which was
published in November by
tialiasz. state appropriations
were estimated to account for 64
percent of the budget in 2(5)5.
This dependency on the state

By Vaishali Kirpekar
Doily Staff Writer
Jennifer Seiyal / Daily Staff
Leslie Nguyen, 10, break dances at the Student Union Amphitheater as her friends cheer her on during the
"Distortion 2 Static" event. Nguyen was touring the campus with her fifth grade class from Windmill Springs
Elementary School when they made a detour to enjoy the concert.

Hip Hop Congress breaks
in first event of Spring semester
By Christine Glarrow
Daily Stuff Writer

Artists’ freestyle lyrics and
break dancing mows represented
the hip-hop community Tuesday,
as the Hip Hop Congress held its
first event of the semester.
The es ent featured "Distortion
2 Static" and entertainment at the
Student Iii iii Amphitheater.
"Distortion 2 Static" is a tele% ision show that "features all elements of hip-hop" and airs on the
WB channel esery other Sunday at
midnight, said 14 Quack sophomore and promotion director for

Hip Hop Congress.
Currently. "Distortion 2 Static"
is doing a tour of college campuses in the Bay Area. bringing
local disc jockeys and masters of
ceremonies.
The Congress holds ecents "to
get exposure for the hip-hop community- and let people know about
the show on WB. Quach said.
Tuesday’s event included DJ
Chickenskratch as well as MC
and hip-hop educator Dem One
and MC Kero One.
This is the second time
"Dist, irtion 2 Static" has isited
SJSU. Last Spring. the group had
an event in the Student rnion’s

limunhum room.
However. people who didn’t
know about the event couldn’t find
it in 2004. said sophomore and
Hip Hop Congress event coordinator. Dave Munson, who was also
emceeing the e%eth.
"We have a better yenue here,"
Manson said about the amphitheater. "It’s a more open ens ironment."
About .10 kids from Windmill
Springs Elementary School, located in San Jose, stopped by to
listen to music and Yolunteer some
of their own break dancing skills.

More than 50 faculty- and
staff members listened to and
agreed with a California Public
Employees Retirement System
administrator who came to campus to oppose the got ernor’s plan
for their pension sy stem.
The
Calihirma
Faculty
Association, a union of California
State University faculty and staff
members, opposes the governor’s
"defined contnbution- plan and
has launched a tour to create
awareness.
The plan proposed by Got.
Arnold Schwarzenegger is a retirement pension plan to solse
the California budget crisis.
George Diehr. an elect.
cd member of the Board ot

of CalPERS
dniinistrators
spoke Tuesday about the proposed plan’s impact on the retirement system.
U nder the ulIVCrnOt .1. plan, the
retirement system for employees
who enter public service in July
2007 or later would forfeit the
security currently afforded.
"It would create individual accounts like a 41)Oki plan, which
depend on stock market." Diehr
said.
Diehr’s talk was a part of the
stalest ide tour he began on Feb.
21 to address the governor’s
stand on the current state pension system called the "defined
benefit" plan.
"1 want to inform people
that the governor can’t use his
Terminator style i0 pass a bill."
see CM, page 3
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Campus organizations to host
fund-raiser for tsunami victims
Groups aim to raise $io,000 for relieffund
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Students who would like to get
involved in helping the December
tsunami victims can intend Protect
Oasis. a fund-raiser that will take
place at 7:30 p.m. today at the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
DOM% ipen at 7 pin. and tickets are Si or $1 if guests bring two
supply items, such as a toothbrush,
toothpaste or other types of toiletries.
Prior to the event, a candlelight
vigil will he held at 6:15 p.m for
those who lost their lives in the
tsunami.
Jonathan Nadrianto, a senior
and
student
communicatHins
es ent Limn-dm:inn to Protect Oasis,
said that the eNe111, plIrp,Ored

by Associated Students and the
Mosaic Cross Cultural Center, will
feature musical performances by
Mia Kim. fbi Dea and the hand
Spam, dance performances by San
Jose State Unit ersity sororities,
fraternities. the Urban Arts Club
and the Filipino cultural club.
In addition. Pastor Stine Lo
will speak on behalf of his experience assisting tsunami sictims in
Thailand. Nadriamo said.
I hincan
I .ange.
sties ’al
event and program Millhieel ot
Associated Students, said that the
students asked A S tot help in
cos ering fund-raiser costs
"It’s really good that students
want to get involved
to see that
students haye a global conscious."
Lange said.
Nadnanki said he wanted to involve as many students as possible

in efforts tor global support of the
surv is ing families and v limns
Nadrianto said that he and
students h.oe partnered up with
a nonptiiht Christian
World
organization hat pros ides successful global !chef programs to more
than 100 countries
Together with world y ’slow the
on:am/anon% are aiming to raise
$10,0110, Nadnanto said
"Ecery single penny that we
earn from this still go directly to
the 1.41111:11111 relict fund.’ Nadrianto
said.
!bon Chu Yt. diretlin ot the
Mosaic Cross Cultinal ( ’alter, said
students at fed quic k Is to plan the
es ent
She said this shots ed they re
ally w anted to help the tsunami
see OASIS, page 3

Lorry Thomas / I )(lily Staff
Candice Chinn, right, a freshman maiming in electrical
engineering, helps Jonathan Vent, a junior majoring In
theatre arts, build a modibed box kill. Tani said he has
noticed that wind comes through Tower Lawn around
4 p.m. and thought It would be good to fly kite there.
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Reality TV with beer a great way to pass time
Every now and then more than one issue sparks my
attention. It happens a lot actually, but in this case.
none of these issues could fill a whole column.
So. I present a column in three parts for your enjoyment.
Today isn’t going to be an easy day for me. or many
of the others who frequent Peanuts Deluxe Cafe.
Actually, today isn’t going to be that bad it’s the
next 30 that are going to be real tough.
After today. Peanuts will have to go dry for the next
month after undercover officers cited owner Myun
Chang for selling alcohol to minors in September.
Though you can get much more than beer at
Peanuts, it has been a while since I went there to only
order food.
To be honest, it’s going to he just plain weird walking in off of San Fernando Street and not receiving
that familiar greeting from Myun and watching him
pour my pitcher of Michelob Amber Boch.
I haven’t been trying to think about it because I’m
pretty sure it’s wrong for a man to get that emotional
about anything even a $5 pitcher of the best beer
ever made.
So, to all of the Peanuts family, let’s celebrate today

keg -tasting party where they tap a keg and pour out
beer into these little glasses until the keg is empty.
It was one of the worst beers I had ever tasted a
mixture of Bud Light and Pine -Sol but it was free.
and in those little glasses.
No one else at the table wanted to drink
it, but it was free and I was broke.
I don’t remember most of my time that
night, including the other bars we went
to, but I have been told I had somewhere
between 22 to 26 of these mini glasses of
beer.
It was one of the best times I don’t remember ever having.
MARK CO RNEJO
On to something completely different

as we would at any good friend’s going away party.
Also, if this is the first time you’ve heard of this
and are upset as I was when I first heard it’ll be
OK. We’ll see you all back in April.
Moving on to another favorite watering hole

It’s a new spot that I had never heard
of until walking in the old, wooden
doors out of the pounding rain in San
Diego this past Friday night.
The Karl Strauss Brewing Company
in downtown San Diego is similar to
Gordon Biersch and BF): Restaurant
and Brewery. However, it is far better
than the two put together.
Not only is the beer just plain better, hut the beer
sampler is unmatched.
They serve you six 5-ounce glasses of their best
six beers. I’ve drank beer out of a lot of things in my
cans, bottles, giant mugs, goblets, plastic
lifetime
cups. even a Frisbee but nothing beats shooting
those 5 -ounce glasses. Nothing.
And to add to the experience, that night there was a

If you haven’t been watching VH I ’s "Surreal
Life." you have been missing out big time.
When this show first came out a couple years ago it
was great, but it got even better with this new cast.
The show takes seven washed-up. former celebrities and has them live in a house together.
This season they have the guy who played Peter
Brady. ex-WWE star Chyna and Mini -Me to name a

few.
I was pretty disappointed with the show after the
first episode, because how could they possibly top a
very drunk Mini -Me, riding around on his motorized
cart, naked and peeing in the corner of the workout
room? That’s television gold.
However, they were able to keep me entertained
through the most recent episode.
Chyna’s ex -boyfriend. fellow washed-up WWE
star X-Pac (who starred with Chyna in of one of the
worst sex tapes in the history of sex tapes) shows up
to the house to take C’hyna home.
He is drunk, stoned and fighting with the other
housemates. It might possibly be the funniest thing
I’ve ever seen on TV. Wait, there was Mini -Me peeing
in the corner of the workout room.
Very rarely does one show have two of the hest moments in TV history, hut this season has done it.
My advice is to grab a beer and enjoy this masterpiece whenever possible.

Mark Cornejo is the Spartan Dailv online editor.
"Expletive Deleted" appears even It’cilue whir.

Letter: Response to A.S. efforts’ March 1 letter Letter: Stifling free speech an abuse ofpower
Dear editor.
Mr. Olivieri alludes to the fact
that he enjoys having the freedom
to choose which programs he will
and will not attend that are sponsored by Associated Students, and
that’s fine, because we all have the
same choice.
This is not what concerns me.
What concerns me is that "the few
extra hundred dollars %%): sioe:’ or
could have saved. is being used
to fund events that will not be effective in entertaining or enlightening San Jose State University
students.
In addition, the last time I had a

-few extra hundred dollars- in my.
pocket. I bought books. not carnival tickets.
However. Mr. Olivieri was
seemingly correct on one point
financial woes are inevitable.
especially given the state of the
public higher education system
here in California.
This is a clear indicator of a
need for fiscal responsibility here
at SJSU. If you look at the disaster
that was the carnival (a $15.(X)0
mistake), the failed attempt that
was Spartan Pride, which was
created mainly to increase attendance at football games. and sub’sill see
sequently A.S. nous, y

that tIscill responsik lay is not the
forte of A.S.
The only thing that proved effective in boosting attendance to a
Spartan football game was ESPN.
This isn’t the students’ fault, so
Name is to he placed elsewhere.
Mr. Otis en. I can understand
your desire to deflect these glaring
examples of incompetence away
from AS., but don’t blame the
whistle -blower.

Brandon Glover
Candidate for Direcwr
Affairv
Stand Up Party

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members The deadline for entries is noon three
like in I) \ight
working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are as iii able in the Spartan Dail
Bentel Hall. room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaityfrt casa. spai edu titled -Sparta ( ;to& Space
restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries arc printed in the order in which they are rcreted

TODAY
Counseling Services
A women’s process group meeting will take place
from 9 a.m. to 10:20 a.m. A men’s process group
meeting will take place from II a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
Both events will take place in counseling services
of the Student Services Center. For more
information. call 924-5910.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibit featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building.
For more information, call the gallery office at
924-4330.
Career Center
A career and internship fair will take place from
ruxin to 5 p.m. in the Event Center. An early bird
pass. Tower Card or a Career Center membership
card is required to enter from noon to 3 p.m. All
other SJSU candidates with a current Tower Card
or Career Center membership card can enter from
3 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry chapel. A candlelight
worship will take place from 7 p.m. 10 7:45 p.m. in

the Spartan Memorial. "The Bible and You" will
take place from 7 p.m. to X p.m. at the ministry.
For more information, call Sister Marcia Krause at
938-1610.
Financial Management Association
A meeting will take place from 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.m. in room 285 of the Engineering building.
Department of Foreign Languages
"Tintin en Amerique.- a talk from Jean-Marie
Aposiolides. will take place at 5:30 p.m. in
room 242 of Sweeney Hall.
Asian American Christian Fellowship
A meeting will take place at 6:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room of the Student linion.
SJSpirit
Candlelight worship will take place at 7 p.m. in
the Spartan Memorial. For more information. call
Chaplain Roger at (1(15-1687.
Zeta Phi Beta
A date rape and self-defense workshop will take
place at 7 p.m. in the Costanoan room of the
Student Union. For more information. call
Kimberley at 437-4180.

Dear editor.
The Spartan Party’s filing of
a grievance agtiinst the Stand Up
Party is just the latest and the
most outrageous in a long line
of political abuses by the Spartan
Party dating back many years. It’s
yet another reason why students
should rise up and vote them out of
office later this month.
According to Tuesday’s Spartan
Daily, the Spartan Party filed a
grievance against the Stand Up
Party simply because one member
of the Stand Up Party had the temerity to write a letter to the editor criticizing actions taken by the
Spartan Party.
Mike Nguyen, the Spartan Party
presidential candidate who filed
the complaint, alleged that the
Wier constituted a form of "campaigning- before campaigning is

officially allowed. Whatever little
merit this argument may have, it
is completely negated by the fact
that Mr. Nguyen himself wrote a
letter in the Spartan Daily praising
the actions taken by the Associated
Students under the control of the
Spartan Party.
In effect. Mr. Nguyen is arguing that if the Spartan Party wants
to say good things about itself, it’s
not campaigning. But if anyone
else dares to criticize the Spartan
Party, it is campaigning.
This is CIpmpletely hypocritical.
hut unfortunately it’s also entirely
typical of the Spartan Party. It is
somewhat ironic that Mr. Nguy en
is quoted as saying. "Bickering
hack and forth isn’t going to do
the students any good
it’s kind
of selfish." It’s ironic because the
Spartan Party has raised bickering
and selfishness to a fine art.

The real reason for the complaint, of course, was to silence the
opposition with bullying tactics.
These kinds of tactics are offensive
in a democracy generally, but they
are especially offensive on a university campus, where open debate
and criticism are to be encouraged.
not stifled.
But the Spartan Party has DC% CT
been interested in debate nor have
they been interested in seri. ing the
needs of real students.
They have been far more concerned with obstructionism, dirty
campaigning. power grabs and
iit lug student moue!, on carm%als. They make great p011th.1:11),..
hut they make lousy leaders.

!antes Brent
Associate Professor
Political Si icon c

Letter: A.S. actions hypocritical, insecure
Dear editor.
Like the canaries in old coal
mines, free speech at college
campuses is a litmus test for free
speech in our nation.
Based on Spartan Party’s candidate Mike Nguyen’s actions to
use any means to necessary to
block the desire of supporters of
the Stand Up Party to reach out to
students, the canary of free speech
at San Jose State is in had shape.
Mr. Nguyen. weeks ago. used
a letter to boast about his own accomplishments, and yet he has the
nerve to object when someone else
wants to speak out. Indeed, unless
Mr. Nguyen issues a full and complete public apology for violating
the civil rights of the students he
sought to silence, he skill have no
credibility to speak for students.
If we oppose the free speech
rights of our opponents, we only

make ourselves less free. I ani sure
we are to be subjected to a diatribe
from Mr. Nguyen as he tries to justify his action by a circular argument, hut it will he just another example of how insecure the Spartan
Party has become.
Indeed. Mr. Nguyen, his cohorts and the election board they
appointed to do their bidding have
violated the rights guaranteed
to students under the court case,
Widmar v. Vincent, which guarantees students the right of participation.
What is surprising is that it
wok the university administration, which seems to talk about
transparency and open governance
when the accreditation people are
here, so long to uphold the rights
of the Stand Up Party.
Is free speech for students
something Veril Phillips and Don
Kassmg believe lit’ If so. why

have they refused to act on the
complaints about ROMerli Act violations that have been sent to them
months ago?
Oh. the Associated Students
ads. I sers onl act on complaints
sshen it challenges their preferred
student party
Let’s lace it, there is a desire
among Mr. Nguyen and his party
cohorts to use the rules as usual
to exclude rather than include dissenting opinion.
Interestingly, there are university regulations against discouraging
student arm% ism hut it .seerns that
is not a Spartan value. because the
university seems only interested in
supporting the continuance of the
one -party Spartan state.

James Rouen
Urban Plan tt tt g
Graduate Student

Editor’s Note: Due to space restrictions. "World of the No" by Brian Perez will not appear
today. LW.
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continued from page 1
victims.
"We support what the students
are doing by donating $400 to
help pay for the speakers and
fund-raiser T-shirts," Chu Yi said.
Monica Yee. a coordinator to
the event whose sorority will be
performing that evening, said
that she and students planned the
fund-raiser in a timely manner.
"We put the actual event together in just one day and then
it took a couple of weeks to organize it," Yec said.
Yee also said that although
she doesn’t know any tsunami
victims, she still wanted to contribute her time and effort to help
those in need.
Nadrianto said he hopes that
the event will spark unity among
students.
"Through tragedy, we can try
to see the hope and realize that
people really matter." he said.
For more information, contact
Project Oasis coordinator Monica
Yee at (650) 8f18-6065.

said Diehr. a Cal State San
Marcos business professor. Apart
from teachers, public employees
include firefighters and policemen.
"People must know this information because it helps participatory democracy understand
the use of ideology and disinformation in making laws.- said
Jonathan KarpL a lecturer in
anthropology at San Jose State
University..
"The traditional pension syswm works on a formula which
anyone can calculate to find out
the amount of pension due." he
said.
The formula is based on age,
salary and number of years of
service.
For example. a 63 -year-old
faculty member with 30 years of
experience and a pay of $5,(00
a month would get a pension of
$3.650. This pension calculation
is not possible in the new proposal. Diehr said.
In the current pension system,
employers and workers contribute a fixed amount each pay pehod to the pool. and on retirement
workers are guaranteed a monthly
pension check, he said.
Some faculty members expressed their worries with the
new proposal.
"My wile lost lo)(8,000 in the
4011k) plan.- said Gus Lease, a
lecturer in the School of Music
and Dance, who has been teaching at SJSU for 55 years. "The
governor’s plan stinks."
Patricia Hill, an associate professor in history and also the statewide secretary and SJSU chapter
president of the CFA, pointed out
the impact ot the proposal.
"It creates more insecurity because our pension will be decided
by the whims of the stock market,- she said.
Diehr showed graphs and bar
charts and elaborated on fiscal
statistics. The proposal will impact new professors, some faculty
members said.
"New Ph.Ds would not want
to come and teach at SJSU." hill
said. "It will be difficult to attract
the hest from the academia and to
sustain the good faculty. Mike Myslinski, a spokesman for California Teachers
Association, which represents
t35fait) public school teachers,
sowed the same opinion.
Students such as Ahmad
Chapman. president of College
Democrats and a senior in political science, highlighted the need
foot good teachers.
"We support plans that provide
the university with better teachers," he said.
The new plan would affect
students indirectly. Maria I khoa.
a lecturer in social Sciences, said
that the new plan would disc-our -

-- PAGE 3

CONGRESS - Event featured music, break dancing and freestyle rhyming
continued from page 1
initiating clapping and cheering
from the crowd.
Following the kids were three
break dancing San Jose State
University students.
The event also had "black books" on display, which include
graffiti art from various artists
and were available for others to
add their own graffiti.
The Hip Hop Congress is a
club exposing the different aspects of hip-hop including graffiti
art. emceeing. Wing and break
dancing. said Wes Kuruhara,
the president of the Hip Hop
Congress and a senior majoring in
graphic design at SJSU.
The club also focuses on social
and political issues of the hip-hop
community, he said.
The congress’ next project is
the creation of a mix -tape to raise
money for the tsunami relief.
The tape. titled "Expression for
Relief," will feature submitted
hip-hop beats, rhymes, freestyles,
scratch compositions and spoken

CFA - The governor’s plan stinks.’
continued from page 1

SPARTAN DAILY

age our students from joining
public service.
"The new proposal will be
a total disaster for the entire
system of higher education in
California." said James Brent.
associate professor in political
science. "About the only positive
thing we can offer new faculty
members is our pension system.
If the governor takes that away, it
will drive the nail in the coffin."
Brent said the new proposal is
a part of the hidden agenda.
"It is very similar to Bush’s
attack on St IC lal Security at the
federal level.he said.
result,
As
a
he
said.
Republicans try to fund government programs including education at the lowest possible levels
and pay government workers as
little as possible.
Then they- complain that the
government doesn’t function well
and use that as a justification to
cut even further, Brent said.
State Sen. Elaine Alquist. IiSan Jose, said she believes in the
current plan.
"How do you attract the hest
and the brightest to teach the next
generation of California if you
have an inferior retirement system" she asked.
Brent said that a key ally of
President Bush Gerald Parsky,
chairman of the University of
California Board of Regents -opposes the plan.
"Even the governor’s financial
director, Tom Campbell, with
whom I met, said that the change
will not help save the state any
money, to solse the crisis." said
Dichr.
H.D. Pal tner. deputy director in the department of finance,
explained the significance of the
proposal.
"Five years ago, the state
contributed $160 million to the
pension fund and in 2005. it will
inject $2.6 billion. which is more
than 1,500 percent," he said. "It
is a crisis. The opponents of the
plan are making a number of unsubstantiated charges in an effort
to discredit the effort. A defined
contribution plan can end up being as generous if not more so
than the current benefit plan."
Clem Meredith, chief conPress
of Assembly
sultant
Committee, which hears legislation and issues related to retirement benefits of public employees gase an update on this issue.
"People are opposing it and
last week, we heard two widow’.
who did not get survivor benefits.
a part of pension system oppose
the hill," he said. "We heard
Keith Richmond, the author of
the hill talk in a meeting known
as extraordinary, which is called
by the governor."
"Tlw Republican gosernment
does not like labor unions. The
governor IS using his popularity to sway people to accept the
proposal."

words from students who want
to get exposure and help with the
relief effort.
The congress is made up ot
18 chapters at various schools
nationwide, with SJSU being its
only chapter in the Bay Area. The
SJSU chapter was formed three
semesters ago by its current cu.,:
president, Temesgen Atzbaha.
About 20 members attend the
Hip Hop Congress meetings but
people who can’t attend them
can stay connected with the club
by joining the congress Yahoo’
Group. Manson said. The Yahoo’
Group currently has about go
members from the SJSU chaptei
alone, Manson said.
Kuruhara said, "Anybody who
is into hip-hop or into learning
more about hip-hop" is encouraged to join.
The Hip Hop Congress meets
every other Thursday from 3
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Pacifica room.
For more information about
the Hip Hop Congress. visit the
Hip Hop Congress Web site at
Hiphopcongressorg.

Jennifer Seam! / Daily Stuff
Phil Chua, known as "Di Chickenskratch," spins records at the Student Union Amphitheater as part of ti.
"Distortion 2 Static" event sponsored by Hip Hop Congress

FEES - ’It’s the most incredible educational value.’
continued from page 1
for funding has its benefits and its
drawbacks, and students experience both.
The benefits are the comparatively low cost of student fees.
While fees for CSU students have
been increasing lately, the total
fees are still low compared to university systems around the nation.
"(Students) know it’s subsidized by the state. but it’s hard to
keep that in mind because we’re
always seeing fee increases on our
side,- Black said.
Daniel Cuellar. a senior majoring in civil engineering, said has
seen his share of fee increases.
When he (list enrolled in 1999,
his total fees for his first semester
were
"At first I was mad (about the
increases hut compared to other
schools. I think it’s OK." Cuellar
said. "When I first saw the increase. I was worried how students
would be able to go to college. hut
people are finding ways to and
that’s good."
The State University of New
York system is comparable to the
CSU system, Nance said.
According to information from
the CSU. the CSU system has
23 campuses and approximately
409010 students system- wide.
The SUNY system has more than
twice as many campuses, 64. hut
the student population is roughly
the same. 413010, according to
information from SUNY.
For a New York resident to
attend any SUNY university as
a full-time undergrad. he or she
would pay $4,350 in tuition and
5400 student fees for a total of
$5.250 a year.
According to the $.151! budget
report and the CSU Web site. SAL)

students paid $2.334 for the State
University Fee, which is comparable to tuition. and $624 in campus
cotnes out to $2,95/4 for
tees vs Ii
the 2004-ii5 year.
The tee is decided on by the
CSU Board of Trustees and is essentially the same for each CSU
campus. Nance said, adding that
the hoard of trustees is also in
charge of any increases or decreases of the State University Fee.
Another stark difference comes
from companng community college fees in the two states.
According to information from
SUNY. in-state tuition for a resident attending full time at a community college will pay $2.723 in
tuition and $2XO in lees. That adds
up to $3.003 tor one year.
At lk Antic College in San
Jose, students pay $17 a unit plus
$24 in fees, according to information from the college. A student
who takes two semesters of 12
units at De Anza vs ill pay $432. A
student who takes Iv, semesters ot
15 units vs ill pay $514 at I k An/a.
The hgures at San Jose City
College are a hit higher than lk
An/it’s, hut don’t ,firne dose to
communit!, colleges iii Ness York.
According to mlormation (rum
San Jose City College, a charges
$26 per unit and a $1.1 fee for
health services A student who
registers for 12 units for two semesters vs ill pay 9.37 that yea’
A student vs Ito takes 15 units foi
two semesters at San Jose City
will pay $7)3.
"It’s the most incredible educational value... Nance said.
Cuellar said that the option
of going to a community col,
lege makes it easici tOr many
students.
"There are a lot of wily, to
You can itcc to
get a hischeliii

10% off with Student ID
Downtown Location
173 W. Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113
www.britanniaarms.com

Entertainment:
Monday: Poetry Slam
Tuesday: Trivia & Karaoke
Wed, Thur, Fri: Live Music
Saturday: Live DJ
Sunday: Karaoke

a community college and transfer
easily." Cuellar said.
The main challenge that arises
from dependence on the state is
ittst,chility and constant changes in
(lie attic flints and types of funding.
"We used to be state -supported
and we’re gradually moving to being state -assisted." Nance said.
He said the shift is happening
because the state is reducing its
percentage of subsidies tic students,
so Ms novc Just assisting students
instead ot supporting them.
"It’s a recognition that the
California model of state subsidies
is not in line with the economic
realities that the rest of the country has long recognized,- Nance
said.
Nance said that the downside
to has mg low fees is that (’St’s
don’t hive the resources that umversitie, with higher fees do.
Italia,/ also said that the
(’St’s dependency on the state
could create complications for
budgeting because the amount
of money received can change at
any time. This causes instability
within the funding and budgeting that can he problematic for
people in the budget offices and
frustrating for students dealing
with unsatisfactory resources.
"There’s nothing that.. really
1011 percent stable.- Hake,/ said.
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"We’re so dependent on state support that balancing out is going to
make us stronger."
Balancing the income of funds
is a goal tor the budget office.
Italia./ said. She said the department is try ing to told vs as s to balance state appropriation,. student
tees and fund raising to make its
budget more stable and therefore
predictable
Balancing income to the budget
office means increases in fees for
students, Haliasz said
"We can’t give the same quality without raising tees.- she said.
"Keeping up with inflation and
technology’ is expensive."
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1980s band Duran Duran packs HP Pavilion with ’Ordinary People’
Group tours
after 20 years
By Rachel Hill
Daily Stuff Writer

Duran Duran rocked the San
Jose HP Pavilion Wednesday night
with an exhilarating performance.

RI VII 11/
proving that older artists can maintain their former glory.
The British mega-group brought
back the ’80s with a vengeance.
giving fans a show to remember.
The concert started off with a bang
and never stopped. From the very
first song, "Sunrise," the band had
the crowd on their feet dancing.
Duran Duran never gave fans
a chance to sit down as they continued to rock the house with
"Hungry Like a Wolf’ and "Wild
Boys." The audience went crazy as
the band went from one hit song to
the next. Fans could be seen dancing and chanting along with lead
singer Simon LeBon.
Despite the band’s hiatus from
touring and being about 20 years
older, all five members were in
perfect form and performed like
they did in their heyday. The band
members, all dressed in black
suits, seemed to enjoy the show as
much as the fans did.
The five -member hand is touring the U.S. to promote its new
album. "Astronaut." The new album displays a more mature side

SJSL1/11:1I’al-

Pours

Angela R. Goodman / Special to the Daily
ABOVE: Guitarist Andy Taylor performed at the Duran Duran concert at the HP Pavilion
Wednesday.
RIGHT: Duran Duran lead singer Simon LeBon performed at the HP Pavilion Wednesday.
The band formed in 1980 and is on tour to promote its new album "Astronaut."
of the hand’s musical catalogue.
The group has not performed all
together in almost 14i years.
The lead singer’s energetic performance bolstered the audience’s
level of excitement, making the
concert more engaging and fun.
As he sang. LeBon effortlessly
moved about the stage throughout
the concert, enticing the audience’s
participation and fervor.
As the concert progressed,
the vocalist let loose on stage.
LeBon’s singing was strong
yet warm throughout the entire
show. An unknown female sing-

er accompanied LeBon on several
songs, adding depth and dimension
to the overall yocals.
The concert also had its mellow moments. LeBon dedicated
the song "Ordinary People" to
anyone who had lost a loved one.
and he asked audience members to
bring out their lighters for "Save
A Prayer.- These melancholy anthems allowed the hand to demonstrate its more artistic side.
Keyboardist Nick Rhodes filled
the arena with melodic heart thumping beats, which kept many
fans out of their scats, dancing.

To show their
ultimate devotion
for the band, fans
dressed in their
old ’80s attire
with tight, black.
punk -styled
jackets
pants,
covered in buttons and various
ripped clothing.
Fans dug deep
into their closets, pulling out old
retro styles that haven’t appeared
on the streets since the mid-I980s.
Longtime fan Emily Wagner

said slw is ed the concert ;mil it
was the hest one she’d ever seen.
"I have been a fan for over
22 years and it is MI great to see
the fah-live all together again."

Wagner said. "The magic is definitely there again. and I felt that
this new album and concert tour is
as lively and exciting as their older
stuff."

Late singer-songwriter graces screen at Cinequest
By Marsea Nelson
Daily Staff Writer
Most of Jeff Buckley’s fans
never gig the chance to see him

FIFVIFIV
Tlw singer -songwriter’s
untimely death in 1997 left the
world wanting more than just
one full --length album.
First-time filmmakers Nyla

I nss t ost - High Quail(

For more Cinequest
coverage, check out

SFIRVIWPS

www.thespartandaily.com

4081 519127
iN4W)) 426-27(0,

Bialck Adams and Laurie Trombley
have created a documentary not so
much about Buckley’s life, not so
much about his death, but about his
music and the people it continues
to inspire.
Buckley fans will undoubtedly
have high expectations for the documentary and those expectations
will be met.
Mittel( and Trombley have collected seemingly every hit of live
performance coverage and every
interview of the singer before he

By Shannon Barry and
Aimee Threet
Daily Staff Writers
Though she tells audiences the
part was already cast when she
went to audition, actress (Susan)
Blanchard Ryan received the first

RI 1/II 111
Emerging Maverick Award from
Cinequest for her performance
in "Open Water- on Sunday at
Camera 12.
"We are here to applaud you
and encourage you on your
path.- said Halfdan Hussey. cofounder of Cinequest.
Shot during a tyy 0-and -a -half
year period. Ryan said the film
was made secretly is Mk she was
slugging coMMerCials and work -

mg on other projects.
Occasionally the cast and crew
would get together for five to six
days, but she often had to call into
work sick, she said.
Carlos Montalvo, a member on the board of directors for
Cinequest, moderated the beliire
and after question -and -answer sessions with the audience.
"Carlos and I like to call this
(film) our Cinderella story." Ryan
said.
to
According
Rofientomatoes.com, since its initial premiere at Sundance in 2004
the movie has grossed more than
$10.5 million.
This earned from a $120010
budget for the film and cast and
crew of four people. Ryan said.
To create the movie. Ryan said
they used two MiniDV Cameras
and did not have much high-tech

MANPOWER
Al
185 Park Avenue. Suite 191, SJ
408 998 4444 manpowersj.corn

vvit Greyhoundpromos.com for 5n, off
Companion Fare’. arid tree way. to unleali this Suring Break

Hollywood Story." hut the filmmakers as oided this. giy tug the
utmost respect to his me
).
With that said, any mention of
Buckley "s father, singer songwriter TIM Buckley. is oddly missing.
This hole is particularly jarring
when Buckley’s influences are
discussed.
"Amazing Grace: Jeff Buckley’.
is obviously a labor of 10% e. :Ind all
profits from the distribution 01 the
film will go to charities SINY

with the estate of Jeff Buckley.
Those si ho are already familiar
with But kley ’s work will immediately start listening to their copy
of "( ;race’. yv ith a renewed appreciation after is itching the film. and
those who are first introduced to
Buckley through the documentary
will immediately become fans.
"Amazing Grace: Jeff Buckley"
is playing at 7:15 p.m. today
at Cameral 12 and at noon on
March 12 at the t tiisersily Theatre
at 5:15 p.m.

’Open Water’ actress receives new film award

Nss sibobroutest.com

Greyhound Helps
You And A Friend Unleash
This Spring Break.

died.
The documentary is not nisi a
cut and paste of past footage, but
also includes recent interviews
with his mother, his friends and
other musicians including Chris
Cornell and Sebastian Bach.
Artists from around the world
who are inspired by Buckley’s
work are also featured, adding a
positive and current element to
the film.
Buckley’s life could easily lend
itself to a captivating "E! True

Have some spare time? Need extra $88?
If so, give us a call Welre always looking
for good workers, even if you only want to
work part-time, certain days, etc
Manpower Staffing has been providing temporary workers to Bay Area
companies for over 50 years’ We offer vaned work schedules in short
and long-term, temporary-to-regular part-time and full time assignments
in administrative. industrial hi-tech financial, IS/IT, bro-tech, health care
and professional positions Ygu_pay no tee, Jor any work we find for you’
Benerffte to our temporary employees
Referral bonirses
i Medical and dental
Competitive salary
Free online training
401(kt plan
Paid holidays
i Direct deposit
No placement fees
Paid vacations

%Nr aterequipment aside from
proof casing for the camel
"Even if we had the equipment
it wouldn’t matter.- she said.
"We wouldn’t have anyone to
hold it."
Ryan added that one of the
scenes in the Bahamas -set movie
is as filmed in a New Jersey hotel
in the winter.
Based on a true story, a vacationing American couple is left behind on a scuba -diving adventure
and tries to survive countless hours
ill the open ocean.
The couple is featured for almost 90 percent of the film, which
adds a different perspective to the
MoVie.

"Open Water" is a movie that
will not only scare the pants off the
moviegoer because of the sharks,
but delves deep into the psyche of
the human mind.
Ryan said that she was shooting in the water with sharks for
40 days, but it was as safe as
possible because the opportunity
was provided by Stuart Cove’s
Oise Bahamas Shark Div mg.
"They are like the kittens of
the sea.- she said
"Then movements %veil: all
controlled by thrinv Mg tuna to
them "
Some ol the hest parts of the
MI is 11.. 5%cre the ui tins, especially
Ryan
the emi utuu ins fly amiss
her fare u th Amost no effort at
all. She also no nes the v wwer to
experience thu himrs drifting in
the ocean with her
"I am into the language. the

winds and the hehav tor.- she said.
"Once I’ve got all that done. I
am all about playing on the characters."
She and Daniel Travis show
how fragile the human mind is and
[Wss e:ISII) it can be affected during times of fear and other emotional stress, and how losing touch
with reality is a tragedy as well.
It is not a predictable movie
eyery twist and turn of the story
will he anxiously awaited.
It is easy to see why the film became such a phenomenon when it
was first released, built does have
some flaws.
There are several times in the
movie when the viewer is supposed to he scared because of contact with unknown sea creatures or
sharks, hut the fear in the moment
is almost forced and not quite believable.
Another flaw is the camera
mums ement.
While it is supposed to follow
the couple and ’mink tlw movement of the ocean, it seems to only
succeed in making the moviegoer
seasick.
’Elie ending keeps up the unpredictability 4)1 the movie and leaves
everyone full of questions and
stays in the viewer’s cultist tousness
long after leas mg the theater.
"(Filmmaking) is an art, hut you
have to look at it as cotnmerve if
you want any longevity,- Ryan
said.
" ’Open Water’ will always
he ours, hill II is something else
now."
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Diesel runs empty in kid flick ’Be Cool’ deviates
too far from title
By Ashley Johnson
Daily Stuff Writer

Armed with baby bottles. Minute Maid
juice packs, a diaper bag and a handheld
tracking device. Vin Diesel goes from taking on the world to taking on the family in

UI VII IV
"The Pacifier"
Director
Adam
Shankman
contrives a movie distinctly reminiscent of
"Kindergarten Cop- where the tough guy
meets the real world.
Shane Wolfe Vin Diesel is a Navy
SEAl. assigned to protect the tinnily of a
government scientist. limy aril Plummer
(Tate Donny, an). who ssas killed in the

Middle Last while working (in a top-secret
weapon.
Some movies start out great hut tiiile as
the movie drags on. Other musics start out
great and continue to entertain.
"The Pacifier- is a disgrace to the him
industry and mocks those dire, I( irs who attempt to produce a mos le that cc Ii pses the
limits of creativity and stirs the soul.
To apply any tit those attributes to this
movie would be perfidious
iii ’tangly
lie.
The nun ie starts with Shane hellos%
ing directions to his officer,. Yoll %%Mild
think thini is CIL’ deaf from the intensit of
his solve.
An outfit of about toe Navy STALs
manage to overtake three let skis, a boat.
load of terrorists and a helicopter. :ill In an
effort to sase Plummer who dies ally %%ay.
Although theyre in the middle ot the
ocean. the %cater is a beautiful turquoise
solo’ and the surface is a, calm as a sumtner’s day.
The Itivning is crammed with loo many

unrealistic action sequences such as when
Shane takes out the helicopter with his miniature rocket launcher.
It seems like the movie couldn’t get any
worse, hut it does.
His next assignment is to protect
Plummer’s use kids while searching for the
top-secret %%capon.
The mother (Faith Ford) has gone to
Sn it/et-land to access her husband’s safe
deposit box for more information on the
weapon and the nanny charged with caring
for the baby flees.
The two eldest children seem like
they’ve been plucked out of a had horror
flick. The remaining three resemble the

-Odd Couple. 1.41e, a high school drama queen, is the
oldest followed by Seth. a melancholy lon-

er who only wears black.
Then there are Lulu, Peter and Tyler.
First off. who mines their child "Lulu"?
’Die only reason the name of the character
is I cilu is because it’s supposed to he cute.
The remainder of the movie depicts
Shane’s goal to protect the children, gain
their respect and find the secret weapon.
Shane is committed to accomplishing
Cs el-) thing ins olved Ys ith running a household.
his includes changing dirty diapers
11 ilk forceps, posing as den mother for
1.111u and her fellow Fireflies ha takeoff on
the Girl Scouts) and teaching scrawny Seth
sell -defense tips.
There .ire no values in this movie as Zoe
L an attest to. The children are too self-absorbed to care about anyone hut themselves
until their Iseit
are threatened.
The hest acting is done by Gary the
guard duck.
SiMIC011e should have stuck a pacifier in
Diesel., mouth the moment he appeared.
Ile sy ill Ile% er make it to the A- list and neither will this movie.

By Angela Forte
Daily Stuff Writer

"Be Cool.- a sequel to
"Get Shorty." is anything hut

III VII
cool as it incessantly focuses
on Hollywood cliches.

Anyone who kiums anything about Los Angeles already understands the city is
composed of aspiring stars.
Russian mafia and corrupt
gangster-rappers. Plus. The
Viper Room was cooler when
Johnny Depp owned it.
However, for those who
don’t know these things.
"Be Cool- is probably cool
to them.

John Travolta plays Chill
Palmer. who comes to Los
Angeles. wanting to become a
part of the movie industry.
After Palmer’s friend.
Tommy
(James
Woods),
owner of a record company,
gets shot by a toupee -twirling Russian Mafioso, Palmer
comes in contact with the
bedazzling
Linda
Moon
(Christina Miliani.
Milian plays the role of
I.inda Moon, the lead singer
of "The Chicks.- a sex -kitten
girl group managed hy Rail
(Vince Vaughn). who thinks
he is black.

Dressed like a pimp and
acting like one. Ran tosses
%ion around The Viper
Rimini while he rants condescending remarks to her.
Upset by Rap’s mistreatment of Moon. Palmer decides he %%ould rather apply
his skills to the music husiness and takes Moon as his
first client.
Rail tries to put up a light
by sending his bodyguard.
Elliot Wilhelm (The Rock i.
on Palmer.
With his gleaming smile
and es,ehross tricks. Wilhelm
Is BO too hardsore. especialh,
when he hacks (limn after
Palmer promises him a ’nosh:
audition.
This spurs the idea that

Viiilhelm is a homosevual,
which makes Ii ir the use of
unnecessar gas likes.
These exploit’s,: hikes are
used to try sil1e parts 111 the

movie that tall flat. hut are
just plain offensive.
The movie gets slightly
"cooler- when character Edit,
Athens
(Uma "Thurman).
Tommy ’s widow. arrives iiiu
the screen.
A hit flighty hut w.ith a
sat
:fling demeanor. Athens

saunters around 111th either an
alcoholic or coffee drink in
hand, sunglasses and shirts

that read
"w idow.

"mourning- and

Photo courtesy al Metro -Goldwyn -Mayer loc.
John Trawolta and Urn. Thurman star In "Be Cool."
She is persistent in sac mg
her and Tilintn ’s recoil d cumpany with the help iit Palmer
and their nes% chem. Moon
Moon strikes guild 171 hell

Athens and Palmer are able
to arrange a performance iii
55 luck she sings with Steen
l’s ler if Aerostnith
I linSeSer. trouble strikes
when the 1%y League graduate and owner of a rap label. Sin LaSalle (C’edric the
Enienainer). drops
the
compans. Bice
to inform
1181(11 81
Athens of TOMIlly

debt to him.
Balked by

his label’s
Hummer-dm mg. gun -toting
gangster -rap entourage featuring llihu I Amin: 30(811. La

Salle threatens birth Athens’
and Palmer’, uses if the
moue!, is not receised hy a

certain time

The plot thickens some s5 hat. hut lumps around from
record priklucer bi manger
to hit Mall lii detectiv e 5% ith-

CAMP COUNSELORS needed
for weekend residential camping program for children 8
adults with disabilities If you
are interested in a challenging
8 rewarding experience call
Tamisha a 408-243-7861

PHARMACY CLERK PT-Early
eves 4-7 5 Oars

I blk from SJSU

SpanrEng a 4, Bob4294-9131
INSIDE CLASSIFIED SALES
Silicon Valley Community
Newspapers located off the
Alameda near downtown San
Jose. is the publisher of eight
DAYCARE TEACHERS: ((-8th well established 8 award winschool seeks responsible indi- ning weeklies We have an
viduals for extended daycare
immediate opening for a FT
P/T in the afternoon No ECE
inside sales rep-classified ads
Previous experi- Interested candidates should
EDUCATION/RECREATION units required
with
children
preferred
ence
have 1-2 years direct sales
CHILDCARE
Call 244 1968 X16
experience Possess a positive
RECREATION JOBS AT THE
altitude 8 be sett motivated We
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
FACILITATE YOUTH PROGRAMS offer a fun. noncorporate work
per,
REC DEPT. P,
tor girl environment wia competitive
Ai lilies
Now For Leaders Atterschool ParficipanIN Work with other com- benefit package Email res to
Elem Sch Age Child Care
munity orgs Set-up 8 deliver pro- kfitzgerald4svcn corn or fax
Recreation/Enrichment
grams at assigned locations 5-10 408-200-1010 alt Kate
Programs P/T, M-F 2-6 15pm
hrsiwk $10 00/hr HS diploma
Pay Range $7 83411 32/hour
equiv w.some experience
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
starting depending on exp No or
Understand girl/gender issues ERN 0.1C010E GArN E XPERIENCE
ECE units req Call Kathy
First Aid.,CPR Ced have
408-354-8700X245
or can obtaini Basic math
PART rimE OPENINGS
Minimum 21 yrs old to operate ’HIGH -STARTING PAY
TUTORS NEEDED NOW!
company vehicles Bilingual is ’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Strong writing Skills Grade 1
a plus Avait Immediately Send
thru H S M-F 3-9pm (Flex
cover letter 8 res to HR. Girl
-Customer sales/service
Hi, $1200 inn 408 255 5247
Scouts of Santa Clara Co
"All majors may apply
1310 S Bascom Ave Sari Jose.
’Internships possible
PT TEACHER POSITON
CA 95128 FAX 408 287-8025
Scholarships awarded annually
12 ECE Units Needed Ex WI Email hr,vgirlscoutsofscc org ’Some conditions apply
children preferred 265-3588 of No phone calls please ArLFOF
No experience necessary
email vjunker u,scvyrnca org
’Training provided
LOOKING
FOR
LOVING
NANNY:
SPANISH TEACHERSma
20 Mrs/week (includes weekCALL 615-1500 9am - 5pm
Private School in Santa Clara
ends) Must have experience 8 www workforstudents com/sjsu.
12 30-3 00 Mon Fri All levels references 408-292-7236
K-12 $20/hr 13 hrs/day) Fax
resume to 408 247-0996
SPRING STUDENT WORK!
514 50 to START
EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL
Certified Training Provided
ACTION DAY NURSERY/
Suits All Majors
PRIMARY PLUS seeking
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Great Resume Exp
Infant Toddler 8 Preschool
Party Rental Business
Flex Around Schedule
Teachers A Aides Substitute
Perfect for Students.
IMMEDIATE Openings
positions, some with flexible
Earn $250 Every Weekend,
Call 408-436-9336
schidules. are also availMust have reliable truck or
FunStuclentWork corn
able ECE units are required
van Heavy lifting is required
for teacher positions but
408-292-7876
not req for Aide positrons
Excellent opportunity for Child
Development majors Call
Cathy for an ntennew 4 2441968%16 or fat ms !o248-?433

EMPLOYMENT

WELCOME BACK S AAAAA NS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic individuals 10 work at nearby malls
private events IS country clubs
FT/PT available We will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of tun 8 earn good
money Call 408-867-7275
FILE CLERK
$10 00/hour
Positions Available
M -F 9-1 pm
M -F 1-5 pm
Contact 408-293-3336
2

Spartan Daily Classified Local Rates

SWIM TEACHERS-Year
round prcxyam. indoor pool
Experrence with children a
must Teaching experience not
required AM/PM/WE shifts
available Email resume to
sdavisaxavac us

on 1.

o-vsW

03/09/05

MOVE IN SPECIAL’
Greentree Apts at
Tully 8 Mclaughin
Rents start from $865
Newer Large Units
Park like grounds Patio
Gated Parking WAD
Close to Library Shopping
HY101/80
995 Tully Rd 294-6200

CLUB/GREEK/ORG
S600 GROUP FUNDRAISER
SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your groups
time PLUS our free yes
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS 51000-52000 in
earnings for your group Cali
TODAY for s $800 bonus
when you schedule your
non -sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser Contact
CampusFundraiser
18881
923-3238 or visit
www campustundraiser corn

EQR SALE
SOUNDS UNIQUE: Before
you purchase any flew or
used FREI Electronocs check
with us for great deals on
name brand gear We carry
over 100 brands of quality
products including tube 8 solid
state loudspeakers DJ sound
8 classic used equipment
Sounds Unique buys sells,
trades consigns A services
most quality equipment Trade
in your old electronics for new
We rebuild your old loudspeak
ers for new sound Special
pricing tor SJSU students IS
faculty Check our website
WWW SOundsunique Corn or call
408-287.3002

.

3 -line minimum
I,s
.143,1.14 Ft‘
1In

lard i Mt, AK Men,
ii.rier Si

NEED ROOMMATE. Apt is
blocks from campus $500 mii
email m olmo4comcast net

SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
Sate 10’ U,i1.3
1-800 655-3225

.13

or
www studentdontal corn or
www poidne iictifental rims

Name
Address

err100unar rlar

Neetrency eitereures,

si.elles
arna/ling (’-list
cameo, hs Fred Dust and
ILille Snuth, it us ould
Anna
be the coolest to yy :itch -Be
ss hen it is released on
DVD.

word,.

Check a classification
..lost and round _,Peotai
;AnnounteMents j5harecl housing
21Real Estate

iCampus Clubs
;]Greek Messages
LlEvents
Volunteers
For Sale
UDectronics
DWanted
DEmplovment

Oservices
Dieattlyaeautv
DSportsrtbnits
Insurance
Entertainment
Travel
STutoring

EGG DONORS NEEDED4AFIN
85000. rercaie age 21-21),.
Northwest Egg Donation Is
seeking egg donors of all ethnritiess Donors must be nonsmokers in good health 8 hold
a high level of responsibility If

PROFESSIONAL EDITING
Fur your paper ur dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar with APA & Chicago
Styles ESL is a specialty
Grace "iP 831-252-1108 or
Evagraceci aol com or visit
www gracenotesedeinv corn

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
a BIRTHRIGHT . 1 241 11444
or .

mficlanfia

You would like to earn B/50000 vrart

www northwesteggdonation corn
r all ’2081895-8667 for info
EGG DONORS 55700.
/fie,
Fiesponsibie healthy applicants
needed Contact 408-528-9208
Or infoiwcted corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PREviOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

4 Sna:1 mai, need
o Male vOrCe
13 frFr mlvii atoll
i 2-22-41511114,
IS

Orratesfro member
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6 Nam..
in
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....

20 Turnpike struetiiiii
22 Actors niece
.2 wits
7’, r on’ part
th Marshy hollow
..8 Bikes
C- Newsman
t elver
cr’s
17 Fie-u1 I

35 Brew

Paul, t
Slrlher, i tor
Puns UP warn
Cirmetactot
11.1.vrved
- I urtrve

r

.i. Really impressed
Competed Inn
o

Throw, t ..-ortuter
f.omputer

mains tribe
Sigmbert

IorNattonalandAqerieyratescall 408.924.3277

City 8 State
Thane
2 -days $7
_ ,,I tOrISP Ot .....11, Pi, I.
Send check of money order tu I ’very, no iredit iards) Iii
I 3 -days $9
,’,....todh. no tetra Mayo is. Spartan Daily Claserfteds, San Mae State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149
lamas num ba *at In
p4 -days $11 MIllian’""
bald Meat per ad chem. of Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Rm /09
’ 5-days $13 03 Per Knit
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publx atria)
All ads are prepaid Ni, refunds 011 cancelled r hocks
I 8/111U STUDENT RATE: 233/408F. I% nib apples
I Medea’ party ad only, no Mount Tor other
for consecutive publaation dates only
Rates
of
Inmart. Ads must be Mooed In Fannon In =Al
Questions? CAll 4011.924.3277
OM law tn Mon. STUDENT ID REQUIRED
$5

"Pulp Tic t
..solother moment is when
Dahu, clad in .1 bulletproof
%est and Ming. awkwardly
tries to get CI imturtable um a
retro-designed floor chair.
Besides these inentioned

18 Etna

SERVICES

SHARED HOUSING

EIDECIECEIMMODOMMEJECECOECOMEJ I
DEJECEIGMECOMODOM000000000000
000000000000000000000000EIDECEE
OMOODECOOMECIECOEIDECOOMODOOD
I1 -day

4

DOWNTOWN! Across St from
MLK Library/SJSU 2MBR/2BA
1622 sqf $1950 408-295-0999

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation and spaces between

1)

Peas’ "Sexya moment
reminiscent of their scene in

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

Clearly Print Your Ad Here eN., 3 -Line Minimum

Ad rates:
,....
,

Highlights of this movie
include Athens and Palmer
daily hug to the Black Eyed

FAX:

STUDENT UNION, INC. JOBS RENTALBOUSING
Positions are available in the
following areas
TIRED OF SHARING
’BOWLING CENTER -Desk
A BATHROOM??
Person (Student Assistant or
Come see our huge
Work Study) Toes 8 30am to
2 bedroom 2 full bath
12 30pm 8 Thurs 8 30am to
over 1000 sq foot apartment
1 40pm
Walking distance to SJSU
’EVENT SERVICES-Building
Newly remodeled
Supervisor 1 position (Student
Laundry facilities
Assistant or Work Study) 6-10
Parking
hrsiwk (See shift schedule 4
Security Gate
anew union sjsu ectu)
Easy
Access
to Bay
’INFORMATION SERVICES
Area freeways
CENTER -(Work Study Onlylthan
Substantially
larger
Information Assistant Mon
others, $1195 00/mo
1-3pm, Tues 10-Ipm, & Thurs
408-947-0803
10-1pm
Applications are available in
the Student Union Admin Office
LIVE 1 BLOCK FROM SJSU
3rd floor, across from the A S
Lge 2B/1 5Ba on 9th $1095/mo
Computer Services Center or
Newly remodeled 409 309 9554
online ac www union sjsu edu
OFFICE/WAREHOUSE ASST.
Small office good phone skills
Reservations Light Computer
Flex Hrs 408-292-7876

around hs. hard-nosed Nicki
Carr (Haney Kett& Sc amity
Sitio’) to abide hs her toe year ontact. LaSalle and
the Russian matia yy ant their
flumes. Athens \s ant, iii kiss
Palmer. and Datui reulls
wants to shoot somebody

PHN:

CLASSIFIED
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

out much explanation in be meet).
Boman line. Raji. bossed
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04
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I 7 Snit-Art.01
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29 Tall Power
30 Genesis trunluar
31 lolled
1.’ Prom tour.
r’
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ARMS accounts
Craving
Bruce s es
Coffee order
Place for locks
Leitmotif
It7 Nonelve
from Egypt
58 Bratty kids
44
46
49
Sr
53
55
55
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of Canines

Fortune’
80 Story

61 Week an
115 Turmoil
66 Rork hand
booking
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Strong pitching leads to 1-0 win
By Ashley Little

WEDNESDAY

MARCH 9. 2(X)5

Johnson coaches last SJSU
men’s basketball game

Daily Stuff Writer

By Lauren Bosch
Daily Stuff Writer

Leaving its hometown snow behind, the
University of Connecticut softball team
dropped a 1-0 contest to San Jose State
University Tuesday at SJSU field.
The Spartans improved their record to 16-8
with first baseman Lindsey Allen driving in the

RENO, Nev. Just days after
the announcement of his resignation, men’s basketball head coach
Phil Johnson ended his time at
San Jose State University in a
season-ending blowout against
the University of Hewer 72-4M,
Tuesday.

SPARTANS 1,
HUSKIES 0
only run of the game for SJSU in the second
inning.
SJSU began the match with pitcher Carol
Forbes on the mound.
"We’ve moved people around in the defense," said head coach Dee Dee EnabenterOmidiji. "Our feet are solid on the ground."
Throughout the first inning the game remained scoreless, but the Spartans’ bats were
looking alive. Even though there were no runs,
there was a hit to start out the game by outfielder Courtney Lewis.
The scoreboard stayed blank until shortstop
Carlie Hill hit a double to right field which was
followed by a single by Allen who brought Hill
in for the game -winner.
The Spartans’ defense stayed strong, effectively fielding every hit that the Huskies
brought on. Earlier in the season, catcher A.J.
Brian Connelly / Daily Staff
Hull described the Spartans’ defense as struggling, but in Tuesday’s game, balls were hardly San Jose State University first baseman Lindsey Allen makes contact during a game Tuesday
against the University of Connecticut. The Spartans went on to win 1-0.
making it out of the infield.
"Our improvements start with our head."
Forbes also said that previously she has
Enabenter-Omidiji said. "In our games we have SJSU ’s most pitched innings record at 759. hut
a lot more confidence, and success breeds con- pitching inning after inning during this game started off in the beginning of the season with
a little trouble in her pitching, but then goes
pushed her over the record.
fidence."
"I just want to keep strong." said pitcher through the rest of the season improving.
After putting a run on the scoreboard. SJSU
"I want to stay strong for the whole year,"
continued to swing its bats and there were Carol Forbes.
In previous seasons and games, the coaches Forbes said.
more hits by right fielder Kristy Ballinger. The
The Spartans head to Sunnyvale for the
Huskies were unsuccessful in catching up with have called the pitches, but recently catcher
Hull has been calling the shots.
National Invitational Softball Tournament on
the Spartans on the scoreboard.
Forbes said this has helped a lot and brought Friday. Previously, the Spanans have not done
Forbes pitched a complete game, holding
the Huskies to three hits. Before this contest. out a lot of success, because she knows what so well at the tournament, hut this year it is a
whole different team. Enabenter-Omidiji said.
Forbes was a little more than innings shy of goes on in the field.

RAINBOW WARRIORS 72,
SPARTANS 48
The loss eliminated SJSU from
the Western Athletic Conference
tournament.
"I accept that it’s over."
Johnson said. "I’ve been around
this league for 25 years. I know
if a program doesn’t make progress, it falls on the head coach. I
share the blame. ... I’m the head
coach and I’m responsible for it.
I just hope the next guy will come
in and make it a better program."
Johnson ends a two-year stint
as SJSU’s coach, with a record of
6-23 this season after Tuesday’s
loss. His overall record at SJSU
is 31-82, including a year of
coaching in 1998-99.
Goodbyes aren’t exclusive
to Johnson. though, as Marquin
Chandler, Michael McFadden
and Kareem Guilbeaux, said
goodbye to their college careers.
The seniors and the remaining
Spartans tried to play hard, despite difficulties early on.
"I wouldn’t say we let down
tonight, because everyone went
in playing hard. The shots just
weren’t falling," Guilbeaux said.

"When you shoot 28 percent it
doesn’t matter how hard you play,
it just becomes the difference in
the game."
The men were able to remain
through the first 10 minutes of the
game, both teams making attempts
for the basket.
The Spartans found themselves
playing catch-up during most of
the game, however, never having
the lead and always at the tails of
Hawai’i.
Poor shooting during the remaining first half cost SJSU the
game, as missed shots seemed to
haunt the starting five.
Shooting 28 percent and hitting
7 -of-25 from the field. the Spartans
quickly lost any control they might
have had of the game.
This allowed Hawai’i to go on
an 11-0 run, giving them a 24-12
lead with 5:32 remaining in the
half.
"We got the lead early and
pounded the board," said Hawai’i
head coach Riley Wallace. "We
had to control Chandler, so we tied
him down and only allowed him
15 points."
The Spartans found themselves
down 31-111 going into the half.
forward
Julian
Hawai’i’s
Sensley. who had 13 points and
seven rebounds, led the attack as
the Rainbow Warriors controlled
the remainder of the game, with a
20-point lead.
The Warriors went on another
11-0 run, but was snapped hy
Spartan guard Donta Watson.
"I had no emotions throughout
the game, I was just focused on our
game plan and winning." Johnson
said. "It hit when I got into the
locker room and had to say goodbye for the last time."

career center presents

EXPO

2005

Career and Internship Fair
Early Bird Pass Holders
Enter at Noon
SJSU Students/Alumni with current
SJSU Tower Card and Early Bird
Pass enter at noon
SJSU Students/Alumni with current SJSU
Tower Card / Career Center Membership Card
enter at 3:30 p.m.
EXPO ends @ 5:00 p.m.

lob Seeker,.
Dress professionally and bring targeted
copies of your resume.
C.twor E xplorer,,
Bring yourself w/lots of good questions.

.

l

00,1

.ciurtre

ABF Freight System, Inc.
Align Technology, Inc.
Altera Corp.
American Express Fin. Advisors
Applied Biosystems
AvalonBay Communities, Inc.
Barnes Distribution
BDO Seidman. LLP
Beckman Coulter, Inc.
Bell Microproducts Inc.
Berger/Lewis Accountancy Corp.
CA Board of Equalization
CA Franchise Tax Board
CA State Auditor
CA Department of Finance
CA Dept. of Transportation (CALTRANS)
Citibank
City & County of San Francisco
City of Napa
City of Santa Cruz
Comcast Cable Co.
GSA Engineering, Inc.
EDO-RSS
E&J Gallo Sales Co.
ENTRY POINT - AAAS
Farmers Insurance Group
Fastenal
Ferguson Enterprises, Inc.
Fireside Bank
First Investors Corp.
Frank, Rirnerman & Co. LLP
Full Spectrum Lending
GEICO
GlaxoSmithKline
Hertz Equipment Rental Corp.
HSBC
Hyatt Hotels and Resorts
Infineon Technologies No. America Corp
Internal Revenue Service

Sim Jose, CA 95192-0012

RAMON

IRS Criminal Investigation Div,
International Business Incubator
Jamba Juice
Kiewit Pacific Co.
Kleinfelder
Kohl’s Dept. Stores
Lam Research
Lennar Corp,
Liberty Mutual Insurance
Lockheed Martin
Mass Mutual
Maxim Integrated Products
Micrel, Inc.
NASD
Network Appliance
New United Motor Manufacturing
Northrop Grumman Mission Systems/ESL
Pacific Capital Bank
Panda Express
Pfizer Inc,
Pitney Bowes
Progressive Insurance
Rite Aid Corp.
Safeway Corp.
San Jose Mercury News
San Mateo Co.Transit District (SamTrans)
SanDisk Corp.
Savers. Inc.
SBC
Seagate Technology
The Sherwin-Williams Co.
U S Customs & Border Protection
U.S Marine Corps Officer Programs
Waddell & Reed, Inc.
Wells Fargo Financial
Wells Fargo Financial Acceptance
West Marine

7-Eleven, Inc.
Albertsons
Applied Materials
Burr, Pilger & Mayer
Cintas Corp.
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Enterprise Rent A Car
Halliburton Energy Ser,
Hertz Corp.
Hitachi Global Storage Tech,
IBM
JCPenney
Lawrence Livermore Nat. Lab.
Pacific Gas & Electric
Protiviti
T-Mobile
Target Stores
The Clorox Co.
Walgreens
Wells Fargo Bank

ZipLip
Zone 7 Water Agency
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